August 20, 2015
To:
Fr:

Investors, Advisors & Friends
Mike Walters, CEO

Re:

Inc. 5000 Recognition

I am once again honored and humbled to share that your trust has placed us within the top 1/10th of 1% of all private
companies in America – with USA Financial being named for the 2nd consecutive year to the Inc. 5000 list!
As you can imagine, this is a significant accomplishment, especially when one considers the size and scope of the
competitive landscape that makes up the Inc. 5000 universe.






There are approximately 5,700,000 companies in America1.
Only about 5,000 companies are publically traded2.
Meaning, approximately 5,695,000 are candidates for Inc. 5000.
Therefore, Inc. 5000 represents the top 1/10th of 1% of all companies.
In other words, only 1 company out of 1,000 companies can make the list.

The Inc. 5000 list is comprised of a diverse group of companies who have enjoyed extensive growth over the past three
years. While it is common practice for us to track our annual growth stats in an expansive list of categories, similar to
how Inc. 5000 identifies qualifying companies ‐ it’s much more enlightening to acknowledge some important milestones
achieved over those three years that reveals our strategic direction and reason for inclusion…





Celebrated 27th year in business
Added 2nd office building (East/West campus)
Patent granted for Portformulas RAM® Score
investment risk management tool
Pioneered the Technical Focus investment models







Over 5,000+ Asset‐Cycle Portfolio plans created
Over 1,500 Financial Wellness Events conducted
Introduced industry leading technology package
Launched nationally syndicated radio show
Established two new custodial relationships

As I’m fond of saying, “growth is not achieved in a straight‐line”. It is our job to foster the long‐term stability and trust
that is necessary to continue providing valued services that empower both investors and advisors. This is what truly
defines us – we are simply a reflection of the investors and advisors who place their trust in us. I contend that (in our
case) making the Inc. 5000 list is the unique result of a “triangle of trust” between the internal team at USA Financial,
quality financial advisors, and astute investors all across the country.
Thanks so much for fueling our continued growth!
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